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Tech Tool: Miro - online communication and collaboration platform 

 
 
https://miro.com/welcomeonboard/PbjVGcyjTq4X1fm6y2XsYIsa6x05NtFyoWIRgdPmaLRmgE
uRNadD5Jlf3Vn97gq2 
 
 After looking at 3 resources on the 21st century skill of collaboration and exploring a few 

different online tech tools, I decided to use Miro to create a communicative platform for my 

students. Using Miro, my students can communicate about our collaborative mural project we 

are starting soon. Miro is a real-time tool that allows groups to communicate through different 

avenues and platforms. I chose the sticky brainstorm platform to explore and start out with. I like 

it because students (and myself) can add stickies and write comments in them, around them, tag 

people, add links, and more! I thought this would be a good way to communicate for our 

collaborative mural project because we have a lot to figure out such as what we will paint, 

where, and what steps we need to take to complete this.  



 After reading How Technology and Can Encourage Student Collaboration I learned how 

key collaboration is for our students to learn because it is key to our future. Also, using 

technology, like Miro, we can help breakdown traditional educational systems and use our 

present technology to get students connected to each other. That’s another reason I like Miro -  is 

because students can just log on through their email after the link is shared with them. We only 

have so much time in class to have face to face time so this way students can connect, comment 

and express ideas from anywhere. The reading also discusses changing the concept of “the 

learner” to “the contributor” and Miro is a tool that can help with that. This way we can figure 

out how each student can contribute to this project and the AHS community.  

  I also read Global Perspectives in the Classroom which discusses that a huge skill 

people need to be learning is global empathy. Now, our mural project is not necessarily a 

“global” one but we can still learn key factors that the article suggests helps with empathy and 

collaboration such as developing lines of inquiry, implementing authentic feedback, and 

listening.  

 I also explored John Spencer’s 10 Tips for Global Collaboration which discusses the 

power of technology in design projects that are human centered. I think Miro is an awesome way 

for students to engage with each other, plan and design something where all voices can be heard. 

The article also discussed limitations to collaboration, mainly from a teacher perspective which 

was interesting for me to read. For example, teachers can have different philosophies around 

student centered learning which can limit them from allowing or designing ways for students to 

be involved in projects in a student-centered way. I personally love the idea of facilitating 

projects that are student-centered and witnessing what blossoms. The article also discusses tips 

on global collaboration, like starting out with your community collaboration first. Our little 

painting community is a good start- working collaborative for our mural project.  

 
 


